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Wealth inequality and financial inclusion have
long been hot topics in international economic
development. They now have taken center stage in the
U.S. presidential primary debates. As more analysts
probe this phenomenon in various policy areas, they
may find that America’s continuing shift to a “defined
contribution” (DC) retirement system is playing a role
in increasing the concentration of wealth.
Though the DC system has many merits, it currently
creates significant barriers to entry into the retirement
system for many people at the lower end of the
economic spectrum and those entering the workforce.
About one-third of Americans report having no
retirement savings at all.1 More than half of households
with DC accounts have very little in them. Among
households with DC savings, the median balance in
2013 was $4,700 for those in the lowest quartile by net
worth. The median balance was $12,100 for those in
the next quartile, almost 40 times less than the median
balance for those in the top 10%. A similar pattern can
be seen comparing balances by family income (Table 1).
People higher on the economic scale are more likely
to have access to a retirement plan at work, which
contributes to the difference in account balances
between those at the top and the bottom. People with
low incomes who want to start an Individual Retirement
Account (IRA) outside the workplace face barriers
including minimum account balance requirements and
high fees.
People with higher income tend to put more money into
their retirement accounts, so they start from a larger
base. By granting tax-favored status to retirement
contributions, U.S. policy widens this base somewhat
more as people’s tax rates rise. The more one makes,
the bigger the tax break.
One of the most powerful drivers of the widening gap
between balances over time is how individuals invest
their DC savings. Greater tolerance for investment
risk can mean much higher return. Stocks compared

to bonds and cash, for example, tend to generate
significantly higher returns over long periods of time,
though greater fluctuations can make them riskier
in the short run. So it stands to reason that young
people should put a greater percentage of funds in
their retirement accounts in stocks because they have
an investment time window of many decades. But
data show they tend to do otherwise. As seen in Table
2, 401(k) participants in their 20s are more likely to
invest none of their money in stocks compared with
older workers. People with lower incomes tend to be
similarly risk averse.

Table 1. Median Combined IRA, Defined
Contribution Retirement Plan Balance for Families
with Such Accounts, 2010 and 2013
2010

2013

$47,155

$59,000

$10,000–$24,999

$12,860

$10,300

$25,000–$49,999

$18,219

$18,000

Total
Family Income

$50,000–$99,999

$34,294

$45,000

$100,000 or more

$168,257

$171,000

$33,223

$42,700

Age of Head of Household
35–44
45–54

$64,302

$87,000

55–64

$107,170

$104,000

$76,091

$118,000

65 or older
Net Worth Percentile

$5,359

$4,700

25–49.9%

Bottom 25%

$12,806

$12,100

50–74.9%

$43,940

$52,000

75–89.9%

$144,680

$165,000

Top 10%

$442,612

$450,000

Note. Income and asset values are in 2013 dollars. For families with
incomes less than $10,000, sample size was not sufficient for reliable estimates. Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute (EBRI)
estimated of 2010 and 2013 Survey of Consumer Finances

Table 2. Asset Allocation Distribtuion of
401(k) Participant Account Balance to Equity
Funds, by Participant Age, Tenure, or Salary
(percentage of participants, 2012)

gap between levels of wealth. In this example, the
lower paid person is assumed to have a 10% tax rate
and the higher paid worker a 30% tax rate, and they
are assumed to rechannel half their respective tax
savings back into their retirement funds. Using this
assumption, the tax break increases the original
differential between account balances a little,
moving it from 10–1 to 11–1.

Percentage of Account Balance
Invested in Equity Funds
All

Zero

1%-20%

>20%-80%

>80%

51.2%

6.2%

27.4%

15.0%

68.8%

2.9%

17.1%

11.2%

As long as the two accounts earn the same return
on investment (ROI), the proportional difference
between balances will remain at 11–1 over time.
But differences in ROI can dramatically change the
balance differential. For example, if the higher
income worker invests in a fund that averages 10%
ROI annually and the lower paid worker’s account
makes 5%, balance differentials generated from the
original investment will increase from 11 times to
28 times after 20 years, 44 times after 30 years,
70 times after 40 years, and to 112 times after 50
years (Table 3). Balance differentials are far greater
if the lower paid worker’s account makes only 3%,
rising to 152 times after 40 years and to 293 times
after 50 years.

Age Groups
20s
30s

53.0%

5.0%

26.0%

15.9%

40s

46.2%

6.1%

30.2%

17.5%

50s

46.2%

7.7%

31.6%

14.6%

60s

51.1%

8.4%

28.0%

12.5%

Tenure (years)
0-20s

66.7%

2.7%

19.0%

11.6%

>2-5

59.5%

4.2%

23.0%

13.3%

>5-10

50.2%

6.1%

28.6%

15.2%

>10-20

40.5%

8.1%

33.9%

17.5%

>20-30

37.4%

10.6%

35.6%

16.4%

>30

41.0%

12.1%

33.0%

14.0%

>$20,000-$40,000

61.3%

5.4%

23.2%

10.2%

Salary
>$40,000-$60,000

51.4%

7.5%

29.3%

11.8%

>$60,000-$80,000

44.3%

8.5%

33.9%

13.3%

>$80,000-$100,000

38.6%

9.3%

37.9%

14.1%

>$100,000

30.8%

10.1%

43.0%

16.2%

Note. Row percentages may not add up to 100% because of
rounding. “Equity funds” include mutual funds, bank collective trusts, life insurance separate accounts, and any pooled
investment product primarily invested in equities. The tenure
variable is generally years working at current employer, and
thus may overstate years of participartion in the 401(k) plan.
Adapted from EBRI/ICI Participant-Directed Retirement Plan
Data Collection Project

People on tight budgets or who are starting out in
the work force may have relatively less tolerance
for investment risk because they have little capital
that they can afford to lose. By necessity, they
may perceive a high likelihood of drawing on funds
available for retirement savings for more immediate
purposes arising in the event of a job loss, the
need for pay for education, or the need to make an
alternative investment, such as a down payment on
a house. This is only common sense, but differences
in long-term rates of return can greatly magnify or
diminish retirement account balances over time.
Table 3 compares balances begun by setting aside
10% of the income of a worker making $10,000 a
year with the same percentage set aside from the
salary of a worker making $100,000. It illustrates
how different levels of risk tolerance can widen the
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The myRA accounts now being organized by the
federal government for people that do not have
access to retirement plans channel invested
money into derivatives of government issued bonds
guaranteeing a ROI near the rate of inflation.
Though myRAs may serve a valuable purpose in
giving young people a way to accumulate seed
capital in a stable environment, they are a
questionable choice of long-term investment for
people in this age group because of the very low
ROI. Something like a myRA, however, could make
more sense for the very old living primarily on fixed
incomes seeking to protect small accounts from
inflation and sudden market fluctuations, especially
if it could deliver a somewhat higher yield.
If the risk taking behavior is reversed in Table 3, the
wealth gap closes. If the higher paid person puts
$11,500 in a conservative fund earning 5% and the
lower paid person puts $1,050 in a higher risk fund
that averages 10% ROI, then the 11–1 differential
diminishes to just over 4–1 in 20 years and to almost
3–1 in 30 years. The wealth gap virtually disappears
after 50 years.
Investment risk tolerance involves the relationship
between what a person has in assets compared to
what he or she can afford to lose. In preparing a
2014 report for the Society of Actuaries’ “Managing
the Impact of Long-Term Care Needs and Expense of
Retirement Security Monograph,”2 I developed the

Table 3. Growth of Retirement Funds Invested by Low- and Higher-Wage Workers, Compared at
Different Rates of Return
Amount Invested
Income

Tax Rate

$10,000

10%

$100,000

Growth in Balance
20 years

$1,050

$2,786

$4,538

$7,392

$12,041

at 5% ROI

$7,064

$18,322

$47,522

$123,260

at 10% ROI

$30,513

$49,702

$80,960

$131,875

at 5% ROI

$77,366

$200,668

$520,481

$1,349,995

at 10% ROI

30%

$11,500

30 years

40 years

ROI

10% of salary plus half of tax savings

50 years

How Many Times Greater is One Account Balance Than the Others? (10 = 10 times)
10 times

11 times

(before tax break effect)

following equation to illustrate how retirees’ need
for funds to meet the basic expenses of living may
constrain their ability to tolerate investment risk.
Relative Investment Risk =

11

11

11

at 5% ROI

11

11

11

11

at 10% ROI

28

44

70

112

$10K earner at
5%, $100K earner
at 10%

41

79

152

293

$10K earner at
3%, $100K earner
at 10%

4.3

2.7

1.7

1.1

$10K at 10%,
$100K at 5%

account. Scale is arbitrary and for visual purposes
only. In this model, the more that expenses
exceed secure income such as Social Security (the
numerator), the greater the risk. The greater the
difference between total investable assets and total
potential losses (the denominator), the less the
risk. The more years of expected life, the greater
the risk.

What I need
What I have – $$ Risked

Or, when the underlying concept is expanded:
Relative Investment Risk =
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The DC retirement system magnifies wealth
inequality through differences in individual risk
tolerance. This contrasts with the disappearing
defined benefit system, in which fiduciaries and
institutional investors3 manage pooled assets on
behalf of all plan participants.4 It also differs
fundamentally from the Social Security program,
which is somewhat progressive5 in structure.6

Expenses Exceeding Secure Income *
Expected Years of Life
Investable Assest – Maximum Potentail
Loss of $$ Invested

Figures 1 and 2 use this equation to illustrate the
variance in investment risk tolerance for retirees
deciding how to invest funds in a retirement

Figure 1. Retiree’s Relative Investment Risk: The Higher the Value, the Greater the Perceived Risk
($100K investment, 25 years of expected life)
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Figure 1. Retiree’s Relative Investment Risk: The Higher the Value, the Greater the Perceived Risk
($100K investment, 25 and 40 years of expected life)
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The DC retirement system’s tendency to
concentrate wealth parallels the rising income and
wealth inequality in the United States, which has
been documented by economists including Joseph
Stiglitz,7 Thomas Piketty,8 Emmanuel Saez,9 and
others, as well as recent U.S. Federal Reserve
survey data.10 In “Capital in the Twenty-First
Century,” Piketty makes the case that if the rate
of return on capital is greater than the growth rate
of a nation’s economy, wealth concentrates at the
top of the economic spectrum.11 This phenomenon
has recently raised concerns. Without shifts in
policy, greater concentration of wealth could lead
to a smaller middle class; higher levels of poverty;
greater pressure for spending to meet the needs
of the elderly, disabled, and poor; constrained
aggregate demand for goods and services; and less
capacity to raise tax revenue.

$2,000,000

$4,000,000

Investable Assets

up automatic IRAs;13 setting up and funding “seed
accounts” for newborns;14 and setting up and
funding “starter IRAs” while providing hands-on
financial education for teenagers to prepare them
to navigate the DC retirement system.15
Some states and cities are experimenting with
universal accounts geared at saving for college
and promoting long-term financial inclusion. In
Oklahoma’s “SEED OK” experiment, accounts were
opened automatically for every child in a treatment
group. The experiment included both making a
small initial deposit and holding it in state 529
college savings accounts and providing financial
education. Versions of this type of approach have
been implemented in Singapore, Canada, Korea,
the United Kingdom as well as in Maine, Nevada,
Connecticut, and Rhode Island. In the Oklahoma
program, initial deposits grew by more than 40%
over seven years, despite initial losses during the
Great Recession, according to a recently published
evaluation.16 It is also interesting to note that the
experiment encountered virtually no resistance;
only one family offered an account for a child chose
not to participate.

In theory, the DC system, pinioned on a base
of Social Security, could offer all workers an
opportunity to share in the benefits of a freemarket economy. However, major changes are
required for this to become reality. These include
getting all Americans started in the retirement
system at an early age and invested in options that
provide the best long-term chance of financial
security.
In the United States, many ideas have been
advanced to help reduce wealth inequality
that could be applied to the DC system. The
Urban Institute, for example, recently included
“establishing automatic savings in retirement plans”
and “matched savings such as universal children’s
savings accounts” in a list “promising policies to
shrink wealth inequality and racial wealth gaps.”12
Other proposals in the United States include setting
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Other countries offer models for universal savings
and retirement systems. Great Britain, for example,
successfully established automatic savings accounts
for children (though government funding for these
has been cut due to fiscal austerity).17 Australia’s
“superannuation” system requires employers to
contribute a percentage of employees’ income into
diversified retirement funds managed by trustees.18
By 1999, 97% of Australia’s full-time employees and
76% of part-time employees were covered by the
superannuation system. Over the years, Australia
has increased required contributions and continued

7. See Stiglitz, J. (2013). The price of inequality.
New York, NY: W.W. Norton & Company.

to refine the system, which has been credited with
raising levels of capital accumulation and improving
retirement security.19

8. See Piketty, T. (2014). Capital in The Twenty-First
Century. Cambridge, MA & London, UK: The Belknap
Press of Harvard University Press.
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